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Presidents Message
Executive Board :
-Jack Dalton, President
-Dave Ziara, Vice President
-Sylvia Plenz Secretary
Tom Matey, Membership
-Roger Hearn, Treasurer
-Jim Laverty, Past President
-Darrell Mason, Programs
-Don Connell, Toys Project
-Don Hicks, Workshops
-Ed Nock, Workshops
Pat Lemley, Fund Raising
-Bob Tardiff, Newsletter

2020 Meetings:
Membership Meetings
Delmar VFW
7:30 P. M.

Jan 16
Mar 20
May 21 Jul 19*
Sep 17
Nov 19*
*July meeting is a
Sunday picnic
*Nov meeting is the
banquet

What a year this has been. I miss
our meetings, our workshops and
the fellowship our shared love of
woodworking provides.
Due to the current situation we
will not be having a general meeting this month. We hope you are
all safe and have enough wood on
hand to get through.
I’m happy to report that our good
friend Bob Wolak and his wife
Shirley are getting settled in their
new home in PA. You might remember that Bob got an engineering job it the Pittsburgh area and
he and Shirley were able to move

back where their family is. We
wish them luck and good health.
And we are happy to hear that
Dave and Suzanne Southern have
settled in their new home in Tennessee. David has his shop set up
and is producing for local merchants already. We wish them luck
and look forward to their return in
three years.
The executive committee will
meet in October to gauge the situation and determine if conditions
are right for having our banquet in
November.

Programs
Tentative workshops for 2020:
Jewelry Box, Router Plane, Step stool/Tool tote, and Sharpening.
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Member Projects

Jack Dalton is continues to make sawdust. One of his current projects is a
beautiful blanket chest he is making for his granddaughter. Jack writes “This is the
fourth of ten blanket chests I am building for our grandchildren. I chose the tiger maple due the outstanding grain. I have learned a technique with aniline dye and a glaze
that really brings it out.“
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Member Projects
Bill Jefferson’s project has quite a background. Bill made this cradle based on
plans and templates from fellow MDWW Karson Morrison. But there is more; Bill
cut the walnut tree, had it milled, dried it and then made this beautiful heirloom.
This cradle was made for his great granddaughter, Scarlet , who is showing that this
heirloom cradle not only looks great, but really works.
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Member Projects
Ron Dorr sent in a beautiful tressel table he made from one inch quarter sawn red oak. The table is 60
inches by 30 inches and is put together using mortises (see pic at lower left). The top is four small radius boards glued together (see pic at lower right) Four coats of semi gloss poly were then applied. After the table was delivered, the customer wanted the table three inches shorter, so it had to be cut
apart and the legs shortened and then reassembled. Ron wrote that had he read all the directions, he
would have known it needed to be shorter. (There probably aren’t many of us who haven’t skipped
over the directions once or twice..)
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Editor’s Notes

By Bob Tardiff

There is only one shop on the list to be featured in an upcoming issue of the Woodworker Times. If you would like to share
your shop with the readership, please let me know at RMTardiff@comcast.net
Also, if you have a project you would like to share, please pictures and a description to RMTardiff@comcast.net
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Toy Shop 2020

Don Connell reports that most toys for the Christmas give away are
nearly done. There are nine toys, the rope puzzle, xylophone, boat, a car,
flip toy, doll beds, coloring book caddy, jeeps and a train. Pictures of many
of the toys have already been published in the MDWW Newsletter. This
month we have a pictures of the train in progress at Darrell Mason’s shop.
Soon, if not already work will begin on toys for next year.

